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Abstract

The main focus of this paper is the study of efficiency in the Middle Eastern and North African (MENA) banking industries throughout the period 1999-2017. The study of efficiency in many other regions reveals the existence of failures in the allocation of resources for banking sectors which results in the appearance of banking inefficiency in terms of cost. The empirical results, using a parametric cost frontier applied, show a fluctuating yet improving efficiency in the MENA and are used to rank efficiency of banking industries by country over the years (1999-2017). Promoting a strong and stable banking system reduces uncertainties and systemic risk which leads to greater efficiency. A stable and efficient banking system is then, necessary, for economic development. Since 1990s, and due to reforms required by supervisory authorities, banks in the MENA region have faced many structural changes and have tried to develop their activities by seeking to enter new markets and new sectors of activity in order to adapt to the economic and institutional environment changes by adopting internal and / or external growth strategies. These strategies can increase banks market power and diversify banking industries’ activities in order to achieve efficiency gains.
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Introduction

In a process of globalization and regulatory reforms that is becoming demanding and in a competitive and uncertain banking environment, banks are required to be resilient. Faced with these requirements, banks in MENA countries have to maintain the stability of the banking industry and ensure that it contributes more to covering the financing needs of economic agents. For this, a set of rules was required from banks, including: “a capital constraint". On the eve of the reforms, financial industries in most of MENA countries were showing: a weakened economy, doubtful debts (Nashashibi et al., 1998), the state overshadows the market, the state forms the major participant in the capital and the stock market is only rudimentary. What was the impact of these reforms on MENA banking industries’ efficiency?

Main part

Cost efficiency objective is to determine the best combination between factors; inputs and outputs that helps producing the optimal combination of outputs while minimizing the cost of production. This approach leads us to a cost objective through measuring efficiency. Cost efficiency measures the extent to which a bank’s fees are a reasonable approximation of those of best practice or least cost banks. In other words, cost inefficiency assesses the distance between the costs of one

1 As per BCBS (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision), central banks and supervisory authorities’ requirements in most of MENA countries since 1990s.
2 According to IMF country reports for MENA selected countries of the research.
3 State dominance has been weak in Lebanon, Jordan and Morocco.

credit institution and other institutions those with the lowest costs (Berger and Mester, 1997).
Sample description

The empirical analysis uses on a sample of banks in 18 MENA countries (Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Israel, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Morocco, Malta, Lebanon, Mauritania, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, Turkey and Yemen). Data is sourced from banks’ financial statements extracted from the international banking database Bankscope of BVD-IBCA⁴ for 240 banks ranging from year 1999 to year 2017.

Methodology

To measure the cost efficiency of MENA banks, we adopt a parametric approach (SFA), proven as being the most reliable method in cost function evaluation (Bukart et al. 1999) and a Trans logarithmic function that fits best with respect to the functional forms (Kablan, 2007; Poschacwale and Kian, 2011; Benzai 2016). The cost function⁵ is written as follows (Fouopi and Song, 2016).

\[
Ln CT = C_0 + \sum_{rj} \beta_r Lny_{rj} + \sum_{ij} \beta_i LnP_{ij} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{it} \sum_{k} \beta_{ik} Lny_{ij} Lny_{kj} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{it} \sum_{z} \beta_{iz} LnP_{ij} LnP_{zj} + \sum_{r} \sum_{i} \beta_{r} Lny_{i} LnP_{i} + vj + uj \quad (1)
\]

A comparative analysis between selected MENA countries and by year is carried out (using the SFA method) to investigate the efficiency of banks vis-à-vis their exposure to banking risks. It also helps to analyze the positioning of banks in each country vis-à-vis other banking sectors in the MENA region. For this, an analysis is conducted on efficiency scores and coefficients based on “intermediation approach” (Wrenches Sealey and John Lindley, 1977) and the estimation of the cost function SFA was applied.

Results

The efficiency scores have an average of 0.9187, which shows that the level of average efficiency is relatively high, as it is around 92%, and that inefficiency is on average around 8%. Inefficient banks have then to reduce their costs by 8%. The calculation of the efficiency scores, to which we proceeded, ranked MENA banks, each relative to the other banks, and this according to “their level of efficiency”. On average, the best efficiency recorded is for Jordan (93%) followed by Saudi Arabia and Oman (91%), Israel, Yemen and Egypt (90%), Lebanon and Morocco (89%), Tunisia (88%), Malta, Turkey and Kuwait (86%), Qatar and Bahrain (84%), UAE (82%), Iraq (81%), Algeria (80%) and Mauritania (77%). Moreover, the lowest level of efficiency is recorded by Iraq in 2017 (53%) and the highest level is posted by Jordan in 2007 (97%) and Israel in 1999 (96%).

Analyzing coefficients linking inputs, price of inputs and outputs integrated in cost efficient frontier (SFA), we discuss some main factors which influence cost function: Deposits, Assets’ level and labor cost.

Deposits’ factor: Its management is quite costly for banks in the MENA, whether as a collected resource (intermediation approach) taking into account liquidity management and interest paid on deposits, or as an output product (production approach) taking into account labor cost and cost of capital in the production of deposits and this is revealed in developed cost function and its coefficients.

Assets’ level: The larger the bank, the more it tends to consume resources. Good management in cost allocation is important in improving bank efficiency. Cost may increase due to the absence of economy of scale. Considered as an output in the hybrid intermediation approach adopted in this research, Assets level is costly: it costs banks deposits, labor depreciation and management. Finding confirmed in literature by Dietsch (1992) and Battese-Coelli (1992).

Labor cost factor: Being a significant coefficient in (In)Efficient frontier estimation represented as wages and salaries paid to managing directors in MENA banks, it shows an important cost needed to implement
“know–how” and “Bank strategy” in these banking industries. Improvement of risk management techniques in banks managing bodies would also help to reduce inefficiency.

Figure 1. Efficiency Scores per year (1999-2017)

Source: compiled by the author.

Figure 2. Efficiency Scores per year (1999-2017)

Source: compiled by the author.

Conclusion

Banking sectors in MENA countries show a significant change in average efficiency scores remaining on average within efficient level over the years of study (1999-2017).

The average total cost efficiency of MENA countries remains contained within a range of [77%, 92%] over the period of the study.

The study results show that MENA banks reflect an efficiency varying on average between a minimum of (88%) and a maximum of (95%). The best year in terms of efficiency was 2002 and the worst was the last year of the study, i.e. 2017.

The analysis by country reflects a better efficiency for Jordan (93% on average) against a lower average efficiency for Mauritania (77%). Among the 18 banking sectors of the MENA: 4 countries witness an upward efficiency trend (Egypt, Tunisia, Turkey and Yemen).

Managing Assets, attracting deposits and managing MENA banking industries show a significant impact on efficient cost frontier. In general, efforts made by these banking sectors in their diverse economic and regulatory environments have shown a significant impact on the level of efficiency. This is true for most banking sectors in MENA countries. Efficiency can improve in the banking sector by improving policies in managing banking assets’ portfolio while keeping a good capital level.

This paper has attempted to quantify, measure and trace the evolution of cost efficiency among MENA banking industries throughout the period 1999-2017 and has selected main factors and coefficients considered as input, output and price of inputs influencing the Efficiency cost. However, it is important to note that each score found (whether by banking industry or through years) brings a new research area.

New dimensions can be integrated in future studies trying to answer some major questions on the reason behind fluctuation of efficiency in MENA banks and the impact of exogenous and macroeconomic factors on these banking industries’ efficient frontier during the same period. Based on the causal relationship between
efficiency and its determinants, regulatory authorities may decide, for example, to increase capital ratio imposed on banks in order to increase banking stability. This policy could stabilize the banking sector but risks inducing a decline in bank efficiency. Modeling macroeconomic shocks that could affect banks behavior and more precisely their solvability could be also tested. In fact, macroeconomic and exogenous shocks integrated in cost frontier in future research help to consider procyclicality effects of regulations and reforms on banks efficiency.
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